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Side A

Opening Remarks:
Development Board
Welcome

Ron

Johnston,

actual

to this university

that we're here to celebrate

inside that warm facility
designed,

who is humbly

necessary

standing

Also this facility

today.

And we'll be

about the rain.

of the very talented

over on the side, Francisco

amount

the structure

we are here

A

architect,
Montesinos,

of volunteer

Where

DLSK & Associates,
Landscaping

without

work of many outside

Dave Denning

is

to celebrate

would have not been possible

is here with us today.

Thompson

worrying

to you from the

work

such as, for instance,

help.

Parents'

in producing the drawings, the
,
all the architectural nuance (not clear)that

to create

tremendous

without

compliments

done just marvelous
renderings,

SDSU

in history.

in the near future we will be talking

facility

facility

Co-Chairman,

to what we all feel, is one of the most exciting

things that has happened
Sometimes

Emcee

today.

a

businesses,

of the Fieldstone

group, who

is he? Thank you for all of your

someone

Architects,

here with DLSK today? NowellNasland

Engineering,

and that's

just to name a few.
The International
the collected

efforts

Student

hundreds,

has been

of many appreciated

you would be on that list.
names are really

Center

And because

too numerous

contributors.

exception.

They are in the
There

to

Most of

of that the individual

to mention.

with one very obvious

funded as well,

is one name

-

----------------

L
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that we'll all think of every time that we and the students
the center

we are here to celebrate

see proudly

displayed

name is Harold
Because

donation,

in large letters

Keen.

(talking

of the wishes

to honor her beloved

become

leaders,

and her generous,

for generations

substantiated

Student

Center

to serve

to come, this center will

a reality.

true journalists.

And he pieced

and today there aren't many
together

story and just like the different
separate

groups

we celebrate
During

have been bound

people.

Student

it is my honor and pleasure
(unclear)

University.
challenges

together

facts to tell a

in a storybook,

many

to reach this goal that

His leadership

Center,

story.

to introduce

you'll hear more

the many chapters
But before

we begin,

the many who stands at

that had led our university
The University

the community

to the

President

the impact our International

Center will have on the campus,

of

that is San Diego State

of the 90's and beyond.

and social.

program,

As we unfold

of everything

B. Day, understands

business

chapters

the rest of this morning's

our, International

the helm

many

today.

about these wonderful

I would

and that

fund, the dream of a grand

International

Harold Keen was a journalist

Thomas

at that center

from the audience)

the building

San Diego State University

One name that we will

of Mrs. Ruth Keen, who is here today

husband

to fortified

tomorrow's

today.

enter

Student

and the world, both

We thank him for his continuous

like to invite him up, to now say a few words.

support

and

Dr. Day
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(applause
Official

from the audience)
Welcome:

Thomas B.

Day, President

I thank you all very much.
embarrassing
Van Deerlin

It's always

to come up to an applause
is here,

You feel so humbled

a little

when someone

it's just uh(laughing

from the audience).

by the fact that I am here today to be able

to thank you all to recognize
efforts

of hundreds

project

that has a beginning

the tuition

and hundreds

(unclear)

of people.

intrinsically

designs

of sketches

particularly
unlike

and an end that a lot of people

so good.

Harold Keen.

that is

and I also honor the architect.

this from allover

that brings

It's

people

together,

the world, which will be perpetual,

tremendously

important

He was a great journalist.

and nice people

like

In my first year here,

which was not a very easy year, never is, uh, he interviewed
in a long, long article
(laughing

reporters

and was very gentle

from the audience).

the (unclear)

journalists

real pleasure

I look back on now and I consider

that I deal with so much as the

nostalgia

of this university.
and generations

like Dave Neptune,
Projects

of students

Uh, and I

for a man of his caliber.

to be able to have an event that honors

like this and someone

me

to me, very nice

that I deal with, there is a big difference.

think of tremendous

can

It's nice to see the art and the

nice to have a project

which will remember

of the

It's nice to have a

work on and can see come to an end and is a project
really

like Lionel

It's a

someone

who has been a backbone

of this kind through

have been touched

generations

by and we were also

,.-------------------------------_._-----_.L
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much honored.

While

it's always wise

this is uh a monument

for a president

there is one faculty

member

looked on as uh (unclear)
today,

Gayle Burnett,

Committee

institution

that we usually

for the international

faculty

can legitimately

be

who is in the room

uh, care of the Masters

her, all

honor.

though,

it's really

students.

for students,

I think,

It's a good time for that.
but as Walt Disney

said

and we're all on one small world together

It's

'it is a
and we

learn how to live with each other one way or the other.

At least we are finding
resolutions
different

that there's

of international

it's international

the globe together

or whether

university

It's a spiritual

for thousands

reach beyond

Education

endeavor.

himself

time to see this project

and thousands

curiosity,

in

of years,

or the desire

to

is all about, what this

is inherently

Its an endeavor

or herself

We all are in one world.

and conflicts

trade, which of course has

which is what this center

is all about.

of some

And there are ways of going about

or not it's international

be educated,

beginnings

uh dissensions

parts of the globe.

that, whether
brought

and

or the other part of the

time internationally,

small world'

the faculty

and I want to honor Gayle and through

Today uh, today,

I think

So that we really have posed a circle

of course,

better

who probably

who was the Masters

the faculty

a trying

to remember

of all the faculty

for Ruth Keen.

here at sometime

to students,

international.

of man's

spirit to

and in that we're all together.

So I'm delighted
corne to(unclear)

to be here at this
and I'm really

looking
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forward

into going

inside of it.

Thank you very much. (Applause)

Ron Johnston:
With leadership
direction?
gentleman
everyone
native

The next speaker

think that the students
are absolutely

like this?

Our surprised

international

keeps pushing

office

Although

a dynamic

anyone

services

Student

familiar

way to introduce

on campus.

operates

these days are visions

on this project,

and appreciate

here today.

Ron Moffatt,
Director

Thank you, Ron.
turning

forty years ago.

Director

out of a cramped,

really

come, and by the way that time span is about

critical

guest,

Together

Ron Moffatt,

we've asked him to backwards

look at it in perspective

Ron Moffatt.

a surprised

ill-

temporarily. (Laughter)

to give us a little history

introduce

a

with the existing

and events

Services

his daydreams

are celebrating

today, with their

staff and his wife, by the way, who I know

the new facility,

little

who are here

him in the right direction.

of International

and

By the way how does

guest, and this is really

student

with his dedicated

line up is a

(Applause)

will not be a surprise,

equipped

in our distinguished

not listed on the program.

costumes

program

like that, how could we not go the right

point

in time a
so we can all

how far we've

2 1/2 years that we

To that end, I will like to

our special

guest speaker. (Applause)

of International
Good morning

Student

and welcome.

in an incredible

Today,

of the future

some magical

journey

Services
Today,

Marks

a

that began almost

things begin

to happen.

II
I
r

I
I

I
I

II
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What was on abstract,

is about to become

What was once imagined

(Laughter)

concrete,

today I see several

this magical
committed

people

As I look around

who have helped bring about

pioneers

who left indelible

along a path that leads us to this special
has become

this

Among us today are several

transformation.

and determined

What

is about to be realized.

was once a dream is about to come true.
audience

literally.

a part of living history

footprints

time and place.

that brings

Each

us together

for

such a joyous celebration.
There's
advisor,

a person

counselor,

international
touching

among us today who for 35 years served as

mentor

and minds

of thousands

living allover

the world,

Founding

of the International

Father

us who knows Dave realizes
are richer

today because

In a few minutes
Neptune

someone

There's
dedicated

another

herself

of individuals

Student

now

called

Services.

the

Each of

that our lives and in turn our world

of his caring,

because

of his vision.

else will share a few words about Dave
to greater

international

person among us today, who for 11 years

to improving

students,

the building

name is Winnie
distinction

Proudly

and good will.

international
advocated

of our

David has been righteously

and his life long contributions

understanding

friend

His name is Dave Neptune.

community.

the hearts

and enduring

the everyday

and who resolutely
of an International

Chase and from 1972-1984,

as director

life of our
and steadfastly,
Student

Center.

Her

she served with great

of the SDSU International

Student

Office.

--------
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Primarily

through

her efforts

oenter

in Scripps

1983.

In 1985, Winnie

fundraising

and influence,

Park were approved

oampaign

provided

original

by the faoulty

plans

senate

for a
in

the first major gift to a

as a ohallenge

to other faoulty

and staff to

honor the life work of Dave Neptune.
An among us today are several
individuals

and colleagues

ohallenge.

Well your presenoe

eloquent

reminder

project.

world

support

the diplomatio

another

stubbornest

person

of this

have been greatly

the ranks of the angels,

core, peaoe oore and the many, many

His name

on something

raising

as oo-ohair

in building

support

donation

to the team.

Franoisoo

Montesinos,

Franoisoo

has volunteered

When he sets his

who for more than 2

an International

the master

development

In addition
oommittee

to the campaign,
First,

to

and

Jerry reoruited

Jerry brought

arohiteot

oountless

Student

he has spent apart each

for the projeot.

of the parent

and he's the

stop until he gets it.

As a oonsequenoe,

a major personal

other prime players

(Laughter)

man and an Aztec parent

of this oampus.

and everyday

who makes me smile

is Jerry Baker

he wants he doesn't

1/2 years has set his sights

making

to the success

and patience

I've ever met.

Jerry is a business

serving

is just one more

person among us today,

every time I think of him.

Center

to this

villagers.

There's

sights

and fifty plus

so generously

here today

and thank you for joining

leaders,

global

who responded

that your commitment

Your ongoing

appreciated

of the hundred

in

from San Clemente.

hours of hard work and

I
8

I

I
I
I
f

creativity
readily

toward

apparent

hope you've
facility

on the display

Francisco

committee

the other co-chair

and this mornings

table at the rear of the room.

for us.

Second,

Jerry brought

of the Aztec parent

Master

of Ceremony.

Ron has infused

this project

His expertise

energy and purpose.

I

to see what a magnificent

has designed

discovered,

finance

and the fruits of his labor are

had the opportunity

Ron Johnston,

already

this project

has also been a tremendous

in the world

in

development

As you have
with tremendous
of banking

and

Over the years

asset for us.

both, Jerry and Ron, have learned much about the inner wonders
the state supported
accustomed

to roll with

(unclear)
square
with

of Scripps

foot center

"No problem.

designed

center

And they have steadily

enterprise.

Park could not support

original
We'll

designed

find another

was increased

problem.

We'll

analysis

the twelve hundred

for there,

Jerry responded

source."

When the newly

to 4500 square

jumped to three fold to $475,000.00,

grown

When the (unclear)

the punches.

of

feet and the cost

Ron responded

raise some more money."

with "No

As you can see, Jerry

and Ron don't give up very easily.
Finally,

there's

we are here today.
possible

to make it possible

on this common

her unyielding
together.

The one person who made

for all the other dreamers

supporters,
together

a person among us who's the primary

ground.

it physically

and planners

and builders

for all of us to finally

and

come

Her name is Ruth Keen and it is

love for her husband,

Her celebration

reason

Harold,

that had brought

of that love and the memory

us

of the man
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she so dearly
tangible

loved, motivated

and very generous

dream true.

her to reach out in a very

way to make the imagines

Ruth knew, when she first heard about this project

that this is what Harold would have wanted.

What better

honor Harold Keen and his life long contributions
than to help build a center

that will promote

international

and good will.

everyone
remain

real and the

understanding

of us, who have worked

forever

indebted

way to

to the world,

greater

Well,

each and

so long and so hard for this day,

to you, Mrs. Keen.

grateful

to you, for your of Harold

honoring

him.

Mrs. Keen, we are

and for your loving way of

(Applause)

Ron Johnston:
(Applause)In

a few moments,

from one of his dearest

friends,

we will hear more about Harold
the honorable

Lionel

Van

Deerlin,

but first I would like to call up to the podium,

Emerich,

Associate

Vice President

share a few thoughts

of Student

about the person

long ago, at the beginning

Affairs,

Carl

who will

who got this magic started

of this incredible

journey.

(Applause)
Carl Emerich:
Thank you.

When

speak about David's

I was asked several

life, I turned

weeks

ago if I would

it down four times.

The

(unclear) was that I could only use three minutes.

And for those

who have heard me talk, I have never given a speech

in three

minute

and David's

minutes.

life is far too rich to capture

But the negotiations

and the haggling

in three

went on and I
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finally

broke down because

I had other things

It's not that I don't love David,
of building

this building.

contributing

materials,

what is on you calendar,
the easiest

so much

understands

pleased

I enjoy working

at this

is, it is a large complicated

university

that make things work.

it is not the organization,

who has made everything

happen.

that has really brought

No matter

ourselves

celebration

of the root cause of what made this building

possibility

and that is our desire

place which

is fertile

to build

said, there's

that is

and serves as a

of ideas between

people

today and my job is to honor

And to me it's the person

the building

a

cultures.

Now we will honor many people
one in particular.

here.

it's the

to have a university

to the exchange

who grow up in different

energies,

understanding

that it

but it's the

of all of our cooperative

with an international

of

So I am very

us together

is the reason we are gathering,

how

it's not

celebration

grounded

that

and the network

today that I and others are reminding

The building

on

you need it down and you do it and

it's the one to one relationships

is not the building

in the inside.

down, they are not real interested

that its people

relationships

of the persistence

way to get along.

big this place becomes,
oedipuses,

(Laughter)

If you think you folks are

I think one of the reasons
university

it's because

you ought to be involved

When folks want something

that's

to do.

possible

who made the need

and that is David Neptune.

a lot on could say, three minutes

As I

is a short period
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of time.
decided

I am going over that no doubts,
on what

achievements

I would do, rather

just relax. (Laughter)

than recount

is normally

needs to be down and it happens,

and it happens

he was there.

just very briefly

Instead

to great pleasure
school sometimes
did in school

differently
with you

from the man.

in reminding
in her native

me, when I would
dialect.

to know what

when I think of David,

my life and I suspect

I think

come home from

She didn't

care what I

I had learned.

I think about what

So let me share with you several

really changed

something

family and my grandmother,

that day, she wanted

And I suspect,

where

I would like to recount

what I have learned

I come from an immigrant

learned.

many

and for many of you in the room who have known him

longer than I, the man is simply

because

David's

I

I have

things which have

I
I
I

I

r
r

have touch many of the rest

r
r

of you in the same way and I have no doubt he has touched
hundreds

of thousands

of students

First off, I've learned
you must have a vision
also learned
started
tested

and David has a really

was important

peace,

to be.

diversity

vision.

He has a beautiful

vision

of all the different

He

of that,

to look as other people

of understanding
of the richness

ways humans

I

in his life and he

David has a real clear vision

he has a real clear vision

people.

clear

and he found truth in it and because

he found a way of life which began
want the world

great person,

start out with the vision.

out with what he thought
that vision

over the years.

that to be a really

that David didn't

r
r

express

r
r

I
r
f

I

might

of world

between

I

I

that the
themselves

I
I

l

,
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merged

together

into a symphony.

I have also learned
And that might

that David

sound very strange

got to be one of the most quietly
met.(Laughter)
in humility,

But David
there's

there is great
committees

with David

had found

that as he expresses

I have also learned
consistency.

to be great.

where hundred

people

put on that program
hundred
happen

from David

people's

words,

remained

and politics
consistent

and I

them.
of

the crest of some great
in programs
And David

people were there, as if

were in the room and making

that a hundred

something

that he might have been
would bring.

David be strong when the winds have changed
(unclear)

I

and his words are also

the importance

and David was no less the person

with all the enthusiasm

issues.

practice

shown up and four did.

as if a hundred

enthusiasm

I serve on

his words are always well

But I have seem David

should've

strength

and more so,

of worlds.

to grow within

It is very easy riding

celebration,

is extreme

of the Quaker

himself

are inviting

allow things

I have every

with some very difficult

in the silence

out, his words

people

in modesty,

in conservation

with David dealing

those words which

powerful

taught me that there

worshiped

thought

to some of you cause David bas

great strength

strength

is a man of great passion.

I have seen

and the wimbs of

would blow one way or the other and he

to the vision bolstered

by that passion

that

he has to make things happen.
The last thing I want to share with you that I have learned
from David

is the real difference

between

looking

for meaning

in
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your life and experiencing
teacher

of mythology

looking

for meaning

what we're supposed

life.

Joseph Campbell,

the great

Once said that "he discouraged
in life."

I thought,

to (unclear)

"wait a minute,

in higher

education."

he went on to add that "you can't find meaning
experience."

David created

environments

where people

environment

pettiness

issues,

and the politics

that we all carry with us sometimes

situations,

valuable.

through

our experience

And I think the beauty

often without

words.

consistently.

And then

where people

what

remains

can

after

and the personal
into emotional

have just simply had to fade away.

we've learned

that's

and still creates

can experience

and the (unclear)

from

without

test the truth of their own ideas and find out what
the cliches

students

And out of that,

is real and what

of it is that David

He lives what he believes.

is

teaches

so

He lives it

He lives it with a great deal of vitality

and he

lives it in a way your just very sure, even if you don't
understand

what is going on, he has thought

there is, in fact, something
just remain
a teacher,

consistent
that there

holding

this through

it all together,

and labor with him.
is great paradox

and

if you can

I'm also reminded,

of being

an educator.

as
You

are often told that you get to plant seeds, but you never get to
see what comes up.

Well that's not always

true.

Every now and

r

then, a student

comes back and says to you,

" you know

that thing

I

I

I

you told me to try someday,
amazed

gee, I tried it and everybody

and gee it was right out of the textbook.

we forget that just because

was

I

But more often,

some of us sew and others

read

I

_________________J
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doesn't

mean that that circle doesn't

move actively

because

sewers be get other sewers and, in fact, seeds, as they

fall to the earth and grow, come up as plants

[

1

and bare more seeds, and so something
passes

passes

in Our lives

that create

fruit

on and passes on and

on.

When

I was a senior

in college,

I had a seminar

teacher,

oh,

•
those were

the days, when you know you couldn't

you sat down in a seminar

graduate

and tried to put together

until

everything

that you had learn the other three years and you had to prove
that you had some command
teacher,

forgive

(unclear),

over it. (Laughter)

if I can't remember

but he reminded

My

us that there were many great people
down

would never be in grand museums,

would never adorn

seminar

who had said this quote

in the world whose names would never be written
whose paintings

senior

in the lawns of the wealthy,

in books,

whose statues

but these were

people who had lived their lives so well that they were treasures
and that treasure

was appreciated

From my point of view,
appreciate
cultures

in their heart, David
importantly,
influencing

who knew them well.

there are people allover

David as a treasure.

who treasure

by people

people

And there are even other

as national

is treasured

apart of David,
other people

the world who

which

treasures

in that way.
influenced

in the same way.

and I am sure

But more

them, is now

And I have to believe

if there is any hope for all of us to find a way to live together
and to realize
because

there's

the dream of what our humanity
a lot of unnamed

people

can mean.

It's

who are real heroes

and
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heroines

in the world who don't always

something,

but do the day-to-day

the differences
difference
else.

in people's

in someone

get credit

little things,

lives.

And because

progression

which makes all
of some

life, they make a difference

And I am just enough of a mathematician

geometric

in

and I have to hope, even if not in my life

I think the probably

of us could say to David
and conservation

in someone

to believe

time, that that will all, at some point in other,
And so today,

for the great

take hold of.

the most appropriate

thing any

is what one says out of deep sincerity

of words.

Thank you.

(Applause)

Ron Johnston:
Now, a very special

chapter

of today's

story.

It's often

said and has been said to me by a number

of people

that Harold Keen was loved and respected

by all who knew him.

His death was a loss felt by friends
us who did not know Mr. Keen
experience
Keen's

a remarkable

closest

friends

man.

have some insight
I would

It only seems fitting

Those of
a chance

of one of Mr.

of Harold Keen.

So that we may all

to you, a former

(unclear)

Congressman,

reporter,
media

a man, whose name that I have heard many years ago

when I was active
Keen, honorable

in politics,

along time colleague

Lionel Van Deerlin.

of Harold

(Applause)

Lionel Van Deerlin:
Chairman,

David Neptune,

to

could be here today to

into the life of the world

like to introduce

personality,

the globe.

in his life time, missed

and associates

share with us his memories

around

here today

group ...This

is a highly

unusual

